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FROM THE
EDITOR'S DESK
Dear Readers,
 
Presenting you the 10th
issue of DÉ MODÉ. With
every issue, different
memories are attached.
Doing a cover shoot with an
author, I was completely
unaware how to plan the
shoot. But we did it, special
thanks to my team, the
MUA & the photographer,
who all made it look so well
& appealing. Talking about 

Author Manisha Yadava, I am really obliged to meet such a
kind hearted person. Her cooperation during the shoot was
really commendable. Things were so good, never felt as if
we are meeting her the first time. Enjoy reading her
interview & her journey on the cover story page inside. 

We've got you 5 Best reads of 2019 inside. Books from
Author Vihang A. Naik, Author Rakhi Kapoor, Author Sathish
Thiruvenkataswamy, Author Nikhil Guru Venkatesh & Author
Anuradha Prasad. Do give their book a read & you'll never
regret what you read. 

If you are planning to remodel your house, office, hotel, we
got the best design team for you. Arathi Parigi does the best
collaboration in the interior design industry & we guarantee,
she will make it look eye-popping & amazing. Enjoy reading
about her projects & watch her designs on Page 16.

I am worried about my health because all the time I'm sitting
in front of my laptop & working. I cannot hit the gym
because of time issues. What I am telling you this, because
we got the best tips to keep you healthy if you are crazy
about your work & cannot hit the gym. Find them on Page
48.

Hold a cup of coffee & enjoy reading the JUL-AUG 2019
GLOBAL EDITION of DÉ MODÉ and share your feedback on
www.deltaaegis.com

DÉ MODÉ 
WORLD'S NO.1 FASHION, BUSINESS & LIFESTYLE MAGAZINE

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Nikhil Chandra Rana
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              anisha Yadava has done PhD in economics. She is an Author of two poetry books “Mere Khayal"
and “Driya-E-Ehsaas” & CO-Author of “Quotation Anthology". She is also a Reiki healer/ Dowser/
Angels card reader/ Motivational speaker and an Art of Living volunteer. She was Born on 9th May
1973 in Meerut. Her father was a railway officer and Due to the nature of my father’s job she had to
move around a lot.
 
Major part of her childhood was spent in Cities that are rich in literature.since childhood, she was
inclined toward poetry writing. Nowadays she is living in Aligarh which is again rich in literature and
this city taught her a lot about literature. Although she was a religious person earlier but now she is
spiritual too. After becoming spiritual she has become aware of the teachings of life.Behind
fulfillment of her dream, there are two beautiful souls and she can proudly say they are her kids.

ACHIEVE

SHE WAS NOMINATED FOR
NE8x® Online Literature Fest 2019 for “Author of the Year”

Criticspace Literary Journal “Top 100 Debut authors Award”

COVER STORY | PAGE 6

M

100 lnspiring Author of India Award

50 Influential Author of India Award

WOMEN OF INFLUENCE AWARD 2019 

SWAMI VIVEKANANDA EXCELLENCE AWARD in Literature 

“Swaym Siddha Award 2019” 

“GOLDEN ACHIVERS AWARD”

MENTS

ABOUT HER BOOK
Mere Khayal by Dr Manisha Yadav, is a collection of seventy beautifully
written verses. The poems are mesmerizing and will certainly appeal to all
ages. The poet has written about various stages and kinds of love. She has
dedicated a number of poems to the relation and state of motherhood and
the unconditional love that a mother has for her children . She has also
written about the country’s brave soldiers and has dedicated songs to
their valour and passion.

The cover of the book depicts the emotion of freedom with which the poet
has penned down her thoughts. Her poems are not just results of her
imagination but also her keen observation of people around her. The
struggles and issues faced by men and women in relation to their
hardships, have been put in words so aptly that it touches your heart. The
language which is a mix and match of Urdu and Hindi is lucid and easy on
the eyes. Her poetry has depth but still simple enough for even the
common man. In some poems, she addresses herself by her name which is
a unique and refreshing style.
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Q. When did you first realize
you wanted to be an author?

W I T H  D R .  M A N I S H A  Y A D A V A

I usually donʼt write about
myself but whenever I write
about myself it usually about
my adult life.

I have been writing since 9th
grade. It was back 2013 when
my kids discovered my writings
and encouraged me to write
more and publish my old
writings.

Spending the money to get my
first book published has to be
the best money Iʼve ever spent
as an author as it was the first
step to me becoming an author

First of all Iʼd like to start by
thanking DÉ MODÉ for giving
me this opportunity. When I
went for the shoot everybody
was very warm and welcoming
they tried to make me feel like I
was at my home.

Q. Tell us about the experi-
ence you had on returning
home with your first book?
It was comparable to bringing
my first born home. I was
extremely happy. My kids were
happier then me.

Q. What was an early
experience where you
learned that language had
power?

Q. What is the best thing
about being an author?
Being able to express your
feelings in words and spreading
them to as many people as
possible is one of the best
things about being an author.

An early experience of me
finding out words had power
was when some women I know
were motivated to write after
reading some of my old work.

Q. Do you view writing as a
kind of spiritual practice?
Yes like any other spiritual
activity writing also requires
consistent effort, concentration
and mental awareness.

Q. What period of your life do
you find you write about
most often? (child, teenager,
young adult)

Q. What is the most difficult
part of your artistic process?
The most difficult part of my
artistic process in my opinion is
being able to come up with
thoughts to write about in dark
times. Thereʼs something
beautiful about it at the same
time but once Iʼm in that spot
itʼs really infuriating.

Q. What was the best money
you ever spent as an author?

Q. Do you think someone
could be a writer if they don’t
feel emotions strongly?
I personally donʼt think that
someone can be an author if
they donʼt feel emotions
strongly.

Q. How was your experience
shooting the DÉ MODÉ cover?

@drmanishayadava

@manishayadava

COVER STORY | PAGE 7
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Vihang
A. Naik

AUTHOR OF MAKING A POEM

Making A Poem is a powerful affecting collection of poetry that
sheds a fascinating light upon the writing process and poet’s
personal aesthetics. These are eloquent pieces where the poet
displays a confident command of the poetic form to bring his
ideas and observations to life. The pieces that ponder the reality
of poetic expression are perhaps most fascinating. Their
reflexivity results in a most engaging collection of poems. Making
A Poem is an intuitive, thoughtful and creative pieces that work
together as a cohesive collection.

About theAuthor
Vihang A. Naik (b. September 2,1969) is a contemporary Indian
award wining poet and translator. Born in Surat, Gujarat.India. He
read for a BA in English studies and Philosophy and took an MA in
English Literature and Indian Literature in translation, all at the
Maharaja Sayajirao University of Baroda.He received his primary
education from Navrachana School , Vadodara besides other local
schools in Gujarat, India.

From Surat, he moved to Baroda, Ahmadabad and other cities out
of Gujarat. He had his primary school was from Navrachana , he
changed cities and schools. His travels gave him unique insight into
life and humanity and he wrote “City Times and Other Poems”
which enters Limca Book of Records : 2016 ; Michel Madhusudan
Prize : 1998,IndiReader BestBook : 2015,Beverly Hills Book Awards :
2016,Book Excellence Award – 2017 among other significent
awards.

Available to order on

MAKING A POEM, Vihang A Naik: A Study of his Mind and Art, City Times and Other
Poems, The Poetry of Vihang A. Naik: New Literary Dimensions, Poetry Manifesto: New
and Selected Poems, Jeevangeet are

Amazon India

His collections of poems includes City Times and Other Poems
(1993), Making A Poem (2004) and Poetry Manifesto (New & 

Selected Poems) (2010). His Gujarati collection of poems titled Jeevangeet (Gujarati poems) (2001) is
dedicated to the cause of victims of Gujarat Earthquake 26th January, 2001. He also translates poetry
written in Gujarati language into English including his own Gujarati Language poems into English. His
poems have appeared in some of the most noted literary journals and anthologies. His poetry has been
translated into Japanese,Spanish,Italian,German and Portuguese. He lives and works in Gujarat, India.
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Rakhi
Kapoor

AUTHOR OF WHY RAM
In the lap of nature trekking through the forests on her treks she
got her idea to write a book inspired by Sita. The course of events
in life can lead us to unfavorable circumstances beyond our
control but the choices we make in our testing times is what spins
the yarns of our own destiny. Sita made choices at every
crossroad of her life that makes people worship her along side
Ram. Sita was just not another woman who followed her destiny
where ever it led her. She was destined to be married to Ram. But
she chose to face every hardship and challenge that came her way
being married to him. If Sita had a chance to relive her life in any
other way would she have chosen the same life with all the
challenges all over again?

About theAuthor
Rakhi Kapoor is a Bengali by birth currently residing in Chennai. She is
a Physical Therapist specializing in Fitness and Holistic care of woman
during pregnancy childbirth and postnatal phase. She has been
conducting antenatal programs for expecting couples for two decades
in her centre called Dwi Maternity Studio n Chennai. Years of
experience dealing with expecting couples and taking them through
pregnancy childbirth process and immediate recovery after birth lead
Rakhi to write her very well received book called Expecting Daddy
Delivers. It is a unique book on pregnancy for an expecting Dad.

write her first book, "The Girl Who Was Left behind" in 2017. Challenges and difficult circumstances are
opportunities in disguise is a lesson Rakhi learnt Which made her dream of becoming an author come true.

Rakhi’s writing career started with a plot twist. Since childhood she
grew up with the influence of books poetry and literature both from
Indian and western authors. Rabindranath Tagore rules every Bengali’s
heart rather every Indians heart. The culture of reciting poetry reading
books and short stories various novels from authors of all kind of
genres ignited Rakhi’s desire of becoming an author sometime in her
life. It was on a trek in Nepal hiking in the Himalaya range that she fell
sick and was left behind to comeback on her own to civilization. The
experiences gathered while wandering in the wilderness through the
tough mountainous terrain heartbroken and dejected inspired her to

Having failed to complete her first trek only influenced her to take on more difficult and challenging ones
in the future. The Bagini Glacier, Spiti valley, Everest base Camp, Mount Fuji and Mount Kilimanjaro is the
list of treks that she has completed till date. She intends to keep climbing and conquering new mountains
and challenges. She walks through the clouds on these mountain tops only to surpass the mist and rise
above the clouds. In the plains she continues to work with expecting couples and pregnant women
overcome their pregnancy pangs and fear of labour pains.

Available to order on
WHY RAM...Beyond the Lakshman Rekha

Amazon India
BOOKS & AUTHORS | PAGE 10
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Sathish
Thiruvenkataswamy

AUTHOR OF LIFE IN THE SUNSHINE
Sat, Sam,  and  Trib (a.k.a Triple Sundae gang) are teenagers and
they love the sport of Cricket. They spend most of their time
watching and playing the  sport  they love. They dream of making
their living in the sport. When they are not playing the game, they
put on their thinking cap and come up with alternate versions of
important matches or provide parodic answers to questions that
have plagued cricket fans over the years. However, fate intervenes
in their idyllic life. On 18th April 1986, Javed Miandad hits Chetan
Sharma for a six in Sharjah and leaves their cricket viewing life in
tatters. The after-effects of this fateful event,  continue to haunt
them for many years. Their problems don’t end there. Sat fails to
graduate from school level cricket to state level cricket. He
is heartbroken by the loss of his dreams and faces a mini identity
crisis. How do the boys solve their problems? Will the boys ever
recover from that Javed Miandad incident? Will Sat get his mojo
back? Come, join the heartwarming ride and find out the answers,
as Sat takes you through his nostalgic memories of the sport and
narrates his coming of age story, which is deeply influenced by
the sport!

About theAuthor
T. Sathish is an IIM Calcutta alumnus and is a Director in Cognizant
Technology Solutions. Sathish is an avid sports fan and a writer.
Sathish writes columns in the Cricket section of
the  www.worldinsport.com, an online sports magazine. Life in the
Sunshine is Sathish’s debut full length novel. The book was ranked
#2 Amazon Best Seller in Cricket and consistently in the Top 10 Best
Sellers in Cricket.

Sathish has also published short stories named ‘Am I Free?’
(Showcased on Juggernaut’s home page as a Free Dramatic Read)
and ‘Hang in there’ on the Juggernaut publishing’s digital writing
platform (www.juggernaut.in).

Available to order on
LIFE IN THE SUNSHINE...Autobiography of an unknown cricketer

Amazon India

Sathish is an avid reader of eclectic topics. PG Wodehouse, RK
Narayan, Agatha Christie, Mary Shelly, Bill Bryson, Joseph Heller,
Naseem Taleb are some of his favorite authors.  Sathish lives in
Chennai with his extended family.
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Nikhil Guru
Venkatesh

AUTHOR OF A PATH TO CHANGE YESTERDAY 
A Path to Change Yesterday is a sci-fi dystopian novel that takes
place in a post apocalyptic world during the late 23rd Century. 
The earth as you know it has changed completely: the ground is
littered with colors of black and grey as streams of poison etch
the land. Humans are no longer the most powerful species, a
simple minority in the face of creatures created by the deep pit
called man’s greed. Danny Kase is a simple teenager who has just
moved to his new home in Boston, ignorant of his lineage that
created this world nor the bond that connects him to the savagery
which clasps it in the arms of death. A hellish encounter shatters
his reality as he sets out on a journey to save his family and
mankind from the very creatures mankind created. This is no
ordinary path to the future this is a ‘Path to Change Yesterday’.

About theAuthor
Fate is something we can’t change. It’s an old cliche I don’t believe in.
Maybe that’s why when I was blessed with the chance to change fate
itself and go from Nikhil Guru the ‘lame old book nerd’ in middle
school to Nikhil Guru the ‘Author at 14’ the very next year I knew it
was a chance I should never let go. ‘A Path to Change Yesterday’ a
title of a novel barely five words long, yet a title that changed my life
forever.

My inspirations for writing are one of the most bizarre ever. I never
saw it as a task or a burden rather it was a hobby close to my heart. I
started writing almost a decade ago because of a certain something
called Cable TV. Do I have to remind anyone how boring Cable was?
Well I was one of those kids who hated watching educational shows
just because every episode was the same old thing. So I did what any
kid would do, I started writing stories I would enjoy watching. A new
Episode, I would be re writing it the way I liked it.

I was bullied a lot by my friends. People don’t support book nerds,
especially middle school students who walk around reading Harry
Potter, but I never stopped writing thanks to the motivation from my

mother and family. Reading my articles and reports in magazines my school asked me to pen and direct a
script for their Annual Celebrations. It didn’t stop there, Birla’s Educational Institution paid me my first pay
check for a script I had penned and directed for their institute in front of the heads of the enterprise.

I decided it was time to spread my wings further, and the reason I took this decision was solely because of
my mother’s motivation towards my passion. It was fun, spending a whole summer vacation on my desk with
nothing besides my pen and a mug of coffee all day writing what I loved. Soon after my publisher Notion
Press had put 14 year old me through the wringer, out came the proud author of the sci-fi dystopian novel ‘A
Path to Change Yesterday’.

(in his original words)

Available to order on
A PATH TO CHANGE YESTERDAY

Amazon India
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Anuradha
Prasad

AUTHOR OF RAIN DROPS & CATERPILLARS
Dealing with first time lessons is no easy task, as they can bring
tears, joy, inspiration, in proportions unthinkable to human mind
and heart! Still! We learn and move on like those caterpillars who
have been subservient for a whole season but were able to
transform into beautiful butterflies come tropical rains. Both
representing changes -HUGE and PERMANENT! Sometimes we get
inspiration from nowhere. Sometimes from the least expected
person or someone, we might have despised all our life! Still! We
learn and move on.....Are everyday heroes, those people who
have their names etched in golden words in the history pages? Or
like you and me, who have just set an example by their random
acts of kindness? Or those who just by surrendering to a mighty
force called destiny? Or by just WALKING OUT of a difficult
situation that they no more could put up with? Who are they? Six
human emotions and six stories to make you sit up and think if
you were that HERO!

About theAuthor
She is Anuradha Prasad. Hails from Mumbai, India. She is an
artist, columnist, academician an author and a fitness buff. She is
also a dreamer. She believes that any dream that is small is not a
dream at all. So, sometimes she drive herself crazy in the feverish
goal fulfilling agendas and her family has to bear the brunt of it.
She does everything hands-on till she is satisfied. Recently, she
developed a penchant for travelling. She loves to soak in the
culture of a new place and interact with the locals. She is also a
full-time mom and a homemaker. Addicted to the idea of living life
to the maximum. Feels fruitful when she is useful to others. Post
graduated and PhD in English literature from Mumbai University,
she is also a fitness freak and experiments with diet and exercise
routines for herself and her family for a healthy life. She is a
simple person and believes in the purer pleasures of life. Her all
time dream is to travel the world, to build homes in exotic
locations and to explore the local culture and cuisine. She is also
into writing books as her future career option. 

Available to order on
RAIN DROPS & CATERPILLARS

Amazon India

BOOKS & AUTHORS | PAGE 13
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InterviewHighlights
withAuthor Anuradha Prasad

Q: Is writing your passion or emotion?

Writing is a passion that has gone deeper
to reveal the kind of emotions, I thought
never existed in me. It's a way to express
cathartic feelings that inspire one and all.

Q: How does writing brings out the best
in you?

I research a lot. Read a lot and Learn a lot.
Besides, writing in my free time helps me
understand the life better. I have more
patience capability and writing has
seriously developed the art of forgiveness
in me. 

Q: Do you believe in awards or
rewards?

Rewards that would get me awards. 

Q: How can you bring up a change in
the literature world?

More people should read books written by
Indian authors. Influencing through the
mighty power of the pen   can mold
thoughts and put Indian writers on the
global map.

Q: What is your favorite Quote?

"Dare to Soar"

Q: How does writing inspires you the
most?

I believe my books inspire   readers   thus
inspiring me in return. It's a way of life
now. Finding place   deep inside to the
merge with  core my being.

Q: For you what is the meaning of being
a writer?

There is no greater meaning to life 
Writing is my very identity . Like water is
to fish and wings to a bird?

Q: How do you feel being an author? What are
common traps for aspiring writers?

The aspiring authors should work with no expectations.
The trap is to believe that they are good at what they do.
They should learn their strengths and weaknesses first. I
feel very happy being able to fulfill my dream of being an
author.

Q: Do you try more to be original or to deliver to
readers what they want?

I started being original. When readers loved my story
telling,I went to their level to incorporate their
requirements   and   brought them to my level again. Its a
delicate balance.True writing is always establishing a
beautiful connect by going to a readers level and bringing
him/her to yours.

Q: What kind of research do you do, and how long do
you spend researching before beginning a book?

Mostly 6 months. Depending on the topic. Generally it
really takes me time to think about the content, then I
keep writing & writing to get the best part. This entire
process takes me approximately 5-6 months. 

Q: How do you feel about your book being featured in
DÉ MODÉ?

A very few get opportunities to showcase talent. I feel
fortunate to be the one. I will definitely touch more glory
after this interview. Thank you.

BOOKS & AUTHORS | PAGE 14
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DESIGN STOREY

         esign Storey was started in 2011. Since then, she has executed
several projects - architecture and interior design, in Bengaluru &
Tamil Nadu. As a team, she also collaborate with partners in the
industry, but their commitment is to always aim for establishing
high standards in design.

ARCHITECTURE & INTERIORS | PAGE 15
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BY ARATHI K PARIGI

On completing her degree in architecture, she headed straight to
Production Designer Nitin Desai in Mumbai to work as an assistant
art director. During this tenure, she had the opportunity to work
and execute a Hindi movie “Chupke Se“. One of the high visibility,
global projects she was engaged in was “Bollywood at Selfridges” at
London/Manchester in UK. This assignment involved coordination
with overseas agencies/teams, logistics besides Design. 
 
She got an opportunity to work at Sommaya and Kallapa, where she
completed some very interesting and impactful assignments like
the interior design project for British Council Library, Mumbai
besides of her few commercial projects.

Prior to the launch of her own enterprise  Design Storey, she
engaged herself with creativity and enhancing her skills, build on
her values and preferences, working with well-established
enterprise, like   Satish Naik and Associate’s, Bangalore. During this
period, she executed interior design contracts for hotels and
restaurants besides high end residences.

D

PRINCIPAL ARCHITECT & INTERIOR DESIGNER
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Residential Interiors by Design Storey
At Design storey we provide end to end interior
design services, interior space designing, retail
design, restoration, residential and hospitality
interior design. This includes the planning to
execution process we have teams we collaborate
with to help implement our design to reality.
Talking about works that required the most
technical expertise, she says "We wanted the
materials and lighting to enhance each space. The
overall look enhances the classic elements by

warmth and give a timeless feel
to the place. The flash of colour
that pops up in the children’s
room , brings in lightness and
some fun elements to the
house. We wanted the transition
from one space to the other to
be free flowing, so we created
spaces to pause that act as a
backdrop, like a high light wall
as most of the furniture is
monochromatic and hence
merges into the background.

using materials like the paint textures, flooring, lights and furniture
designed to give a sense of luxury and accentuate the space.
Classic, elegant were the main guidelines for the design of each space.
We have used various tones and shade soft brown to enhance the 

We enhanced the ceiling with
subtle lighting options for them
to achieve different lighting
setups on different situations.
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Commercial Interiors by Design Storey
A concept store for different textures in stone.

Talking about her commercial projects, she says
"The clients brief was that they have innumerable
materials they would like to display. When I first
visited the site I was taken aback as it was a
beautiful colonial house with a majestic
Audumber tree as its foreground and it definitely
had to play an important role in the design. We
then segregated it into four main areas the amphi-

Each of these spaces would
house their material and the
idea was to highlight the spaces
around. We looked at it as the
material would be like art on
display enhancing the space.

theatre display area looking towards the Audumber tree, the outdoor
display corridor to the North, the Pantry cum service corridor to the
South and the Main building.

We created stocked forms for
display, the colour palate mute
like grey, white and black to
bring out the characteristics of
each of the products.

We have successfully
completed  high-end residences
architecture and interior design
projects in Bangalore besides
commercial interior projects for 
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clients : M/S Qpave, Astones, Avanti Granites;
retail design for clients: BSensitive, Sangam
Sweets, AALim Hakim Salon.

She believes in creating experiences through the
language of design. The underlying philosophy of
her work is to create spaces. Spaces have no
boundaries, as architecture and design connect
and interact with people. She value collaborations
as it helps explore the limitless possibilities design
offers while creating new stories.

She feels very proud of the stone concept store
that she designed, mostly because it was an
unique situation where she had worked with them
professionally on projects together and as her
team shared a great rapport when she was asked
to design their store. They had located a structure
that had colonial character and her team decided
to treat the displays as art exhibited in a gallery.
On one side were boxed in displays on the other
framed. So as not to disturb the structure and
enhance its character she decided to expose the
services which further highlighted the buildings
character and finally the clients and she with her
team went on to complete more projects together.

Recently her self-published book on the
restoration and redesign of a residence was
included in the Dr Azim Premji institute as a
reference book. As per her academic experience,
she was Associate Professor at BMS College of
Architecture, Bangalore from 2017 – 2018 and
continue to engage with students of the design
fraternity as a Visiting faculty of Design at other
colleges in Bangalore.

She prefer projects where there is focus on design
and an inclination to create spaces that connect
the users with the built environment.

She have had many challenging situations in her
life & entrepreneurial journey and at such times
being an architect, trained well and having worked
in various cities in India as well as overseas gave
her an insight into working with teams that has
different skill sets. Her entrepreneurial learning at
IIM, Bangalore, where she completed the
Management program for Women Entrepreneurs
was extremely helpful when she needed to focus
on professional and organisational growth the
decision to take up the course allowed her to
explore her entrepreneurial potential .

She have had many challenging situations in her
life & entrepreneurial journey and at such times
being an architect, trained well and having worked
in various cities in India as well as overseas gave
her an insight into working with teams that has
different skill sets. Her entrepreneurial learning at
IIM, Bangalore, where she completed the
Management program for Women Entrepreneurs
was extremely helpful when she needed to focus
on professional and organisational growth the
decision to take up the course allowed her to
explore her entrepreneurial potential .

She believes that to realise that when things
appear difficult, nothing is impossible and taking
up a challenge and believing that you can do it can
definitely achieve a seemingly daunting challenge.
She also believes in collaborative and non
hierarchical work environment. While a clear
action plan is necessary to align a team with the
task at hand, it is better to collectively make a plan
through constant give and take. She is a firm
believer in bringing people together to make great
things happen. Dipping into each other’s
experiences as working professionals. One must
learn from errors in judgement, delays and other
delays at site. Its important to learn from ones
mistakes and use the opportunity to learn and
move forward.

While discussing about that what one should have
with themselves during their first meeting with an
interior designer, she says "The role of interior
designers as she sees it is to design spaces for a
better aesthetic experience and through their
technical experiences, execute your ideas. They
have the knowledge about the trends and
techniques and finishes. Then again when there is
an impractical demand and the interior designers
facilitate such requests through understanding
the clients mindset and finally making the clients
dream homes, offices, or spaces a reality." As a
client you need them to provide a brief of their
requirements, make available the drawings and
other technical details of the space. Then to be
available during the stage-wise meetings. It is also
important that the client spends more time
discussing and stating their observations
understanding the design on paper and through
the 3D model this definitely will help in executing
the project .

For any of your architecture or
interior design need, contact Design
Storey

arathi@design-storey.in

arathi-parigi-design-storey

www.design-storey.in
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Stephen
james

SINGER | SONGWRITER

Singer-songwriter Stephen James displays
extraordinary range and depth. His pensive,
haunting lyrics have been described as disarmingly
meaningful. Though his music is innovative, the
songs remain grounded in messages of love,
compassion, and understanding.

Raised in the small town of Georgetown,
Massachusetts, James used music as an escape
from suburbia’s limitations. The artist dreamed of
moving to a bigger city where he could explore his
art and express his ideas alongside other emerging
creatives.

Four years ago, he moved to New York City.  As
fate would have it, the aspiring artist’s life would
change after finding an iPad in Central Park.  In
this day and age, doing what is right doesn't
always align with the trending topics of the day.
The uncommon choice to exhaust all efforts and
return the iPad not only surprised the iPad owner,
but impressed him so much that he decided to
introduce him to close friend and music producer
Karhi Wood. 

Wood has produced music for French Montana and
rapper Chinx, who was murdered. After suffering
that loss, Wood had contemplated a career
change. The quirky singer’s off-beat personality
encouraged Woods set a new tempo for his
approach to life. The unlikely pair began to
collaborate on various music projects.

If you want to hear what fate sounds
like set to rhythm, listen to this talent’s
melodic cocktail, which stirs a variety
of genres to perfection. The singer
draws passion directly from the energy
of his audience. He has consistently
sold out Manhattan’s hottest venues,
displaying an unparalleled stage
presence during live shows that leaves
fans wanting more.

Stephen James bares his soul with his
recent release, "The One," which tells
the story of his first love. After, college,
the singer found himself following a
girl to New York City in pursuit of his
once-distant love. Though he found her
within arms reach, he let her slip away,
losing her forever. The music video
captures his boyish charm with
picturesque visuals that breathe life
into his lyrical account. “The One” has
received considerable attention on
YouTube. Its views only continue to
climb.

@stephenjamestheartist

@stephenjamesBPM
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ELLE VARNER'S album release

ELEVATION
Elle Varner  is a Grammy-Award winning singer-
songwriter. When she unveiled her first studio
album, titled Perfectly Imperfect,  in 2012, it debuted
at the top of Billboard charts. The album included hit
singles such as “Refill” and "Only Wanna Give It to
You" featuring J. Cole. Elle exudes an effortless sex
appeal and rare authenticity uncommon in today’s
music industry. The singer’s voice doesn’t just hit all
the right notes but speaks to her audience about
issues most can relate to. In 2017, Elle won her first
Grammy for her work on Chance the Rapper’s hit
album, Coloring Book.

This year, Elle delivers her own brand of music with
new releases such as “Loving U Blind” and “Kinda
Love,” an empowering anthem for the ladies to vibe
to this Summer 2019.  The beauty doesn’t stop there,
continuing to seduce all of our senses with the music
video to her new song, “Pour Me” featuring Wale. In
her new video for the song, the alluring melody is
accompanied by a visual image of Elle straddling a
table, affectionally intertwined with a massive, yellow
python that slithers in Wale’s direction during his rap
verse.

It is no surprise that Rolling Stone
Magazine selected Elle as the Artist to
Watch this year.  She will continue to
feed curiosities and our souls this year
with the long-awaited follow-up project
to Imperfect on July 12th,
entitled Ellevation.

ELLE VARNER'S ALBUM RELEASE PARTY
WAS THROWED AT HOWARD THEATRE,
D.C. ON JULY 18. WHICH WAS
FOLLOWED BY A 
ALBUM RELEASE 
PARTY AT SONY
HALL ON JULY 19TH.

@ElleVarner @ElleVarner

New York City
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KseniaSarina
M i s s  E a r t h  C r i m e a  R u s s i a

Model of the Month
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Avama is synonymous with superior craftsmanship,
exclusive designs and superlative product quality. The
designs are a mélange of ornate and sculpted pieces
in gold, diamonds and precious gems like emeralds,
sapphire; temple and kundan jewellery and polki. The
metal utilised is pure and hallmarked.

AVAMA
JEWELLERS

A passion for jewellery and a desire for
exquisite design is what inspired
Abhishek Kajaria to launch his brand
‘Avama’ in 2017. The name signifies ‘The
Lower Tier of the Sky’- a space where the
sparkle of jewellery creates an ethereal
galaxy.

The USP of the brand is the sparkling
range tailored to all budgets. Moreover,
meticulous attention to detail is combined
with inspirational design to keep the
vintage aesthetic intact while designing
contemporary statement pieces. The
jewellery is perfect for the modern
woman yet compatible with the tastes and
preferences of the older generations.

At Avama, jewellery is rather, a manifestation of
artistry. We also offer seamless customization
facilities to our customers. Indeed, the vision to
provide customers with arresting jewellery, and
flawless service are key factors in Avama’s success.

Avama retails from its flagship store at 25A, Camac
Street, Kolkata, Vardan Market, Room #208, 2nd
Floor.

AVAMA JEWELLERS strive to make every shopping
experience pleasant and stress-free. Their main goal
is not to make a sale, it is to make a customer!   A
customer who feels valued and happy with each and 

In their warm and comfortable showroom, you will find   an
incredible selection of fine jewelry. They have a vast collection of
rings, necklaces, earrings, brooches and bracelets in 14k or 18k
yellow gold, white gold, rose gold and platinum that are sure to
satisfy everybody’s needs and desires.   The staffs are well
educated to assist you in choosing the perfect piece of jewelry.  If
you would like to schedule a private consultation to help you
make your purchase, please call 9830399462/ +91 33 4601 2880
to make an appointment.

Their goal at                                                                                       is
to make their customers feel comfortable and to keep them
coming back for generations. After being in business for over 2
years they know how to make their customers feel as precious
as their diamonds!

every item purchased, and is confident that we will continue to
service them for years to come.

AVAMA JEWELLERS
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Their designs spell clean lines and are the perfect
blend of ‘modern meets traditional’; the pieces
seamlessly merge the old-world charm with nouveau
Indian grandeur. The brand creates couture diffusion,
which is Indian in their sensibilities, yet international
in their quality and finesse.The brand’s USP lies in its
fine, intricate embroidery, stylizing and attention to
details, emanating into a classic and minimalistic style
in women’s wear.

VERSE
Ever since its genesis in 2016,’Verse’, an
opulent women’s wear brand, has been
dressing-up women with everlasting
elegance. Bridal and semi-bridal lehengas,
Drape Sarees, Indo-Westerns and Gowns-
all insinuated with the clean beaten look.
Infusing women’s Indian wear with a fresh
swig of the contemporary, their designs
are muted in their aesthetic appeal. Verse
retails from their flagship store at 18, Park
Lane, Behind Park Street, Kolkata 700016.

The fashionably-conscious women of
India have a lot to thank the label, who
has revolutionized the fashion scene.
Verse has brought every part of our
indefinitely varied culture in their fabrics,
motifs and lines.  Verse’s garments are
wearable and definitely worth the
indulgence.

Their work features fine embroidery and bespoke
tailoring that truly makes them stand out in a herd.
Moreover, their garments are rounded up with subtle
embellishments and asymmetrical cuts. The brand
sources the finest fabrics like Raw Silk, China Silk,
Tussar, Organza, Nets, Georgette, Satin and
craftsmanship from across the country thereby
preserving the rich heritage of our country. The
brand’s charter involves pushing boundaries to create
unique, aristocratic offering. The Verse collections has
pièce de résistance for everyone- from 16-60, the 

label caters to all age group of women, who value the essence of
slow handmade fashion. 

                                          amalgamates India’s supreme
craftsmanship with global luxury couture.

v e r s e
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The brand is run by a Lucknow based fashion designer who
designs every single piece himself after meticulously studying all
the requirements of the clients. The designer, who himself is
attached to the roots and the Indian heritage and culture
transfers his fondness and affinity for the same into his designs.
The designer is a post graduate from Winchester School of Arts,
University of Southampton, UK with accomplishments in Fashion
Art and Accessories from Eauclaire Institute, Wisconsin, USA.
He is also a Member of Design Legends: Best of the Best in
Design; Designer Hall of Fame, UK since 2012. The designer
stands runners-up for his collection at the A’Design Award and
Competition in the category of Fashion and Apparel Design, in
Milan, Italy.

The designer started as a freelancer with clothing sold at
exhibitions and flea markets. The next step of growth was
when his designs were being sold at local boutiques in UK and
eventually on online portals in India. After much success, he
decided to create a label of his own and offer ethnic clothing
for women, that were inspired by the rich culture and tradition
of India. The brand was named ILAKSHI which is a Sanskrit
term used to describe the eyes of Goddess Durga that are
visually represented in an extremely colourful way. ILAKSHI
today caters to a premium segment with a designer attitude
strongly believing that ‘Women is the most artistic creation of
God’ and as a designer brand dressing them up in chic and
feminine clothing is the designer’s way of saying ‘Thank you
for the creation’.
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INTERVIEW HIGHLIGHTS
What makes your product

unique?

Each product at Ilakshi is
unique in its own way.
Ilakshi is not about heavy
in-your-face designs. We
believe in the concept of
less-is-more. Simplicity is
both graceful and elegant.
Each design at Ilakshi is
inspired from the rich
tradition, culture and
heritage of India. The
surface embroidery is
inspired from the engravings
that you see on our
historical monuments. The
colours are inspired from
the rich religions and
cultures that India has. We
at Ilakshi do not repeat
designs. A design / print /
embroidery that has once
been produced will not be
created again with any of
the further outfits to be
produced.

According to you, how
important is fashion in

everyday life?

At ILAKSHI, we feel fashion
is extremely important in
everyday life. It reflects you
as a person. It connects you
to the world. It reflects your
identity and social status in
professional and social
groups. It is a way to self-
express your confidence
and attitude.

What is your
current signature

product?
ILAKSHI specializes in
Indian wear. We offer a
range from occasion wear to
bridal wear starting from
suits to lehngas. We believe
in feminine and chic
designs. Our signature
product today is a suit /
anarkali with hand woven
embroidery and intricate
detailing on a rich colourful
flowy fabric.
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How important do
you think it is to
customize your

products according to
your customers’

wishes?

It is important to deliver what
the client wants. End of the
day, they are wearing us. At
the same time, it is important
to understand that ILAKSHI
is a designer brand. We
don’t do imitations. We don’t
do a customised or an
altered version of a design
that has been created by a
different designer and worn
by, maybe, a celebrity or
someone. We make note of
the basic requirements of the
client like – occasion and
gathering and preferred
colour. We then put together
all the semantics and
dynamics and create an
outfit that will suit best from
a designer’s perspective.

What is the price range
of your usual products?

Our range has a variety of
products. An occasion wear
suit will be upwards of INR
15,000 whereas, a bridal
lehnga will starts from about
INR 50,000.

How do you stay up-to-
date with current

fashion trends and how
do you implement them

in your designs?

There are fashion weeks
that happen very often and
are followed by the designer
interviews. It helps get an
idea of what is trending. In
addition to this there are
fashion magazines and
portals that do precise trend
forecasting.
ILAKSHI has its own style
and inspiration along with a
design aesthetic. What we
do is juxtapose the
forecast/trend with our
design concept and come
up with a design idea which
is finally implemented on an
outfit.

Do you think it is
important to upgrade
your wardrobe with

changes in fashion trend?

Yes, it is extremely
important to upgrade your
wardrobe with changes in
fashion trend. Your
wardrobe is nothing but a
visual representation of you
in the form of clothing.
Fashion changes every day.
An updated fashion
wardrobe makes you feel
lively and confident. It leads
to a positive first
impression. It expresses
your standards of living. It is
your identity in a way.
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IIFW NXT
#S3

ADDS ANOTHER FEATHER 
TO ITS CAP WITH

T H E  I N T I M A T E  F A S H I O N  T O U R

With two successful seasons, India Intimate Fashion Week
(IIFW), India’s only fashion week dedicated to lingerie and
intimate wear is all set to add another feather to its cap with its
upcoming "IIFW NXT - The Intimate Fashion Tour” held recently
at “CULT House” , one of the best luxury nightclub in Pune.

On the occasion of IIFW turning 3, this year, it has also
conceptualized "IIFW NXT - The Intimate Fashion Tour” to make
it even bigger and better.  IIFW NXT is generated with the intent
of creating awareness on plus size, queer fashion, and
personal hygiene.  The aim is jeered towards busting the taboo
around intimate fashion and personal hygiene.

IIFW proudly introduced the famous French lingerie and
beachwear brand, ‘AUBADE’ which joins hands with IIFW & its
business subsidiary Candy Shop (India), to enter & expand
their footprints in the country, by bringing in 25 international
lingerie brands to India. This will also give lingerie sales to
take to the e-commerce route.

Aubade's Country Head & CEO, Mr Gregory GoHILL says “We
are glad & happy to introduce our lines in the wonderful Indian
Market. It is such an opportunity to share the great IIFW
platform and its marvelous team. We have been talking for
couple of months for this launch so now it is big excitement to
finally start. For us India is the future with a market in terms of

complete expansion. I am proud to
be part of this future for all the
happiness we can offer. Please
receive all our precious & seductive
regards.”

The Autumn-Winter 2019/20 Aubade
collection Aubade revisits Art
Nouveau for the 2019/20 Autumn-
Winter season, Aubade is celebrating
strong women. Confident and
determined, the Aubade women are
blending independence with
femininity in reminiscence of strong
historical personalities, such as Sarah
Bernhardt, Mata Hari and Isadora
Duncan. These modern, free and
sensual women are true muses for
Aubade. For these women, Aubade
has developed a collection of delicate
lingerie, which combines comfort and
airiness, lace and embroidery. With
these floral and plant-based
inspirations, Aubade’s Autumn-
Winter 2019/20 collection is 
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inspired by Art Nouveau, drawing on
its gracious curves that blend
sensuality and modernity, freedom
and romance,” he further added.

AUBADE AUTUMN-WINTER 2019/20
COLLECTION

MODELS WEARING AUBADE'S AUTUMN - WINTER 2019-20 LINGERIE COLLECTION INSPIRED BY ART NOUVEAU

J
aipur based designer duo Chhail & Malyaj who
presented their beach wear line ‘ABHISAR’ during
the show focused on showcasing Indian cultural
elements to the fullest. The crafts involved in this
collection include hand-knitting, knotting,
embroidery, appliqué work and more. The
palette involves the use of vibrant yellows and 

peaches, coupled with cool shades of mauve, Indigo
and sea green. They’ve incorporated the use of
textiles such as cotton-silk, kota-doria and silk. The
use of dying techniques such as solid dyes, tie-n-dye,
folding and clamping are emphasized upon.

IIFW NXT also introduced the talented
next-gen designer, Simran Dhond, from NIFT
Bangalore. Simran has invested heavily on creativity
and research to procure a collection that can stir
audiences.

DESIGNER CHHAIL BIHARI SHARMA AND

MALUAJ GANGWAR WITH MODELS

WEARING THEIR BEACH WEAR LINE

‘ABHISAR’ 
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MODELS WEARING DESIGNER CHHAIL BIHARI SHARMA AND MALUAJ GANGWAR'S BEACH WEAR LINE ‘ABHISAR’ 

“I am absolutely ecstatic to be a part of IIFW NXT
as a Gen-Next designer. This opportunity is a
huge one and I am utterly grateful to be given
this privilege. Being an intimate wear designer, I
have been avidly following India Intimate
Fashion Week for a while now and was
interested in being a part of this organisation in
any way possible. When I heard about the
opening for Gen Next designers, I was thrilled, as
I plan on pursuing my further studies in Intimate
wear, I am positive this platform will offer me an
unparalleled experience and a journey to
remember,” she further added.

Talking about her collection, Simran says, “Growing
up I have always been fascinated with the mythical
tales of goddesses who were revered across the
globe for their wit, beauty, ferocity and generosity.
These ethereal goddesses inspired me to become
feminine yet strong, timid yet tenacious. A vessel of
unbridled passion, maternal love, virginal innocence
and possession of unimaginable power, these
goddesses are the perfect role model for every
women. Inspired by the concept of Devi Sringara
which talks about the connection between an
individual and the goddess, The collection focuses
on the details and elements that are inspired from
what any individual connects with
when he or she thinks about “Devi”, like the “Shank”,
“Trishul”, “Lotus”, drapes, the pallu and ornaments.
Details and silhouettes have been derived from
sculptures, paintings, pictures and the Amar
Chitrakatha books. The accessories have been
created especially for this collection. Presenting to
you, Kaafi Amorous, an intimate wear Collection,
showcasing lingerie and Sleepwear.”  

SIMRAN DHOND
AUTUMN-WINTER
2019/20 COLLECTION
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MODELS WEARING DESINGER SIMRAN DHOND'S COLLECTION KAAFI AMOROUS- LINGERIE AND SLEEPWEAR 

and I am utterly grateful to be given this
privilege. Being an intimate wear designer, I
have been avidly following India Intimate
Fashion Week for a while now and was
interested in being a part of this organisation in
any way possible. When I heard about the
opening for Gen Next designers, I was thrilled, as
I plan on pursuing my further studies in Intimate
wear, I am positive this platform will offer me an
unparalleled experience and a journey to
remember,” she further added.

Talking about her collection, Simran says, “Growing
up I have always been fascinated with the mythical
tales of goddesses who were revered across the
globe for their wit, beauty, ferocity and generosity.
These ethereal goddesses inspired me to become
feminine yet strong, timid yet tenacious. A vessel of
unbridled passion, maternal love, virginal innocence
and possession of unimaginable power, these
goddesses are the perfect role model for every
women. Inspired by the concept of Devi Sringara
which talks about the connection between an
individual and the goddess, The collection focuses
on the details and elements that are inspired from
what any individual connects with when he or she
thinks about “Devi”, like the “Shank”, “Trishul”,
“Lotus”, drapes, the pallu and ornaments. Details
and silhouettes have been derived from sculptures,
paintings, pictures and the Amar Chitrakatha books.
The accessories have been created especially for this
collection. Presenting to you, Kaafi Amorous, an
intimate wear Collection, showcasing lingerie and
Sleepwear.”  

“I am absolutely ecstatic to be a part of IIFW NXT as a
Gen-Next designer. This opportunity is a huge one 

IIFW celebrates this new milestone by joining
hands with the CULT house. The CULT House
is a high end, luxury nightclub in Pune.   On
association with IIFW Rishabh Baweja, Co-
Owner, CULT House says, “I’m really excited
for this night and I am sure the Venue like
Cult will make this show more Glamorous
and Exciting to watch. We are really looking
for an amazing event with IIFW.

Breaking all the barriers the event focuses on
‘Boo the Taboo’, which has now become and 
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models & Gen-next talents, along with our IIFW
large scale show and that’s how we came up
with IIFW NXT, The Intimate Tour format, which
can be franchised also in these cities,”
elaborates Niraj Jawanjal.

emergent trend in the Indian Fashion Week. Mr.
Niraj Jawanjal, Founder and Chief Ideator of India
Intimate Fashion Week, states, “Our endevours are
and would always focus on kicking the taboo off on
the matters of lingerie, personal hygiene and such
related issues. We are also going to focus big time
on education related to intimate fashion & have also
taken initiatives about it, which would be announced
soon. Since 2016, the time we started this journey,
it’s getting more and more enriching &engaging, now
we want more people, more brands & corporates to
join us on this journey to make India as one of the
biggest & strongest player in this sector.”

“IIFW has devised an 8-city tour in and around India
which will begin from its Pune edition in presence of
renowned brands, designers, fashion enthusiasts,
media personals, and famed city socialites to be a
part of IIFW NXT - The Intimate Tour.   The tour
witnesses its advent in Pune, and moves on to Goa,
Bengaluru, Delhi, and so on and so forth. After 2
super successful seasons, a super sexy calendar
Black Magik launch and few international brand
launches in India, we were eyeing to add some
innovation & creativity to our approach in executing
the IIFW Shows. And as we are known to break taboo
& initiate steps into unexplored territories, we
thought of breaking this formal-formal show type
and start something far more impactful, more
reaching & engaging platform for designers, brands,

Explaining further about IIFW NXT, Amit Pandey,
Media Head, IIFW says, “IIFW takes it in its stride
to promote social awareness of ‘Boo The Taboo’
in order to educate girls and women on feminine
hygiene. We have been known to promote and
introduce international lingerie & beachwear
brands to the Indian Subcontinent. The entity is
equally zestful about motivating and supporting
Indian brands and designers tap into the lingerie
segment and take onto a global plane. In
addition to that, IIFW also hopes to foray into the
field of design education. The design school will
be state of the art, globally capacitating students
with par excellence design skills. The school
should emerge as one of the best in the world.”

IIFW NXT
IIFW NXT, is an all-new fashion forward format by
IIFW which is designed to engage & involve the finest
regional talent in terms of brands, designers &
models in the intimate &amp; beach fashion
segment. IIFW NXT is an intimate fashion tour to be
organized at top 10 cities in India, starting from
Pune. After Pune, the IIFW NXT tour would continue
to place it footprints in Goa, Bangalore, Delhi,
Kolkata, Hyderabad, Guwahati, Indore, Chennai,
Kochi etc. IIFW NXT would focus on spreading its
motto of "Boo The Taboo" across all these regional
shows involving fashion enthusiasts, socialites,
designers &amp; brands, media &amp; journalists.
This way the movement of promoting the budding
talent in the intimate fashion industry can be
strengthened.

Let's KNOW more
about India Intimate
Fashion Week (IIFW):
India Intimate Fashion Week (IIFW) is a platform
designed to shed a powerful spotlight on all
facets of the intimate apparel and personal care
industry. The event exposes both emerging and
established brands and designers,
manufacturers and distributors from India and
around the globe, spanning market categories of
lingerie, lounge wear, sleep wear, legwear,
lingerie accessories, men’s underwear,
swimwear, beachwear, shape wear and more.
India Intimate Fashion Week is also taking
immense endeavour to let India speak its mind
about this world largest industry and become
shy-away so that we can involve and nurture the
emerging talent in this massive industry to
command a bold stand.

(Centre LtoR) Niraj Jawanjal, Founder IIFW & Candy Shop
India and Guest of Honour -Mr Rahul Narvekar, Founder,
Scale Networks Fund with Models wearing AUBADE's
Autumn-Winter 2019-20 lingerie collection.
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Cantarelli

From 11.06.19 to 13.06.2019 at Four Seasons Hotel,
Florence was held the Cantarelli Fashion
Week.  During these days from 09:00am to 18:00pm
were held trainings for creating own Fashion brands
with the support of Cantarelli.The culmination of the
Cantarelli Fashion Week took place on
12.06.2019 with a Fashion show and Cocktail party at
the magnificient Lobby of Four Seasons Hotel,
Florence,where in front of 200 guests were
presented. The new collection of Cantarelli ,,Under
The Tuscan Rainbow’’. The collections of fashion
designers from Russia, which made them with the
support of Cantarelli.

FashionWeek
Florence, Italy
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MAYURI VARMA
She was a tomboy until her college days and earlier she really didn’t even put any makeup on but
college life has changed her. She started to put a bit of makeup on and then the obsession
started. Mayuri used to do makeup for all her college mates and also for fashion shows for her
college fests.  At the end of her college days she was sure that she wanted to build her career in
the makeup industry. Initially she thought of creating an online make up retail portal being
inspired by nykaa but she wanted to have the knowledge of the products she’d be selling and how
they work so Mayuri Varma joined a make up academy in Bangalore where she fell in love with
this art and realized she have a pretty good hand at it so instead of opening an online portal she
decided to open a make up studio "MAYURI VARMA’s MAKEUP STUDIO". 
 

C O V E R  M A K E U P  A R T I S T  &  H A I R  S T Y L I S T

Before her studio she was a freelance makeup artist but after that she started taking self makeup
classes which was also her passion as she always wanted to teach and what's better than teaching
the thing that she love the most - MAKEUP! Mayuri is also a proud member of BNI (Business
Networking International) where many entrepreneurs come together to help grow their business.
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INTERVIEW
Q. Say something about your
background.

S E S S I O N  W I T H  M A K E - U P  A R T I S T  M A Y U R I  V A R M A

Q. What products do you
think should be a staple in
every woman's purse?

Q. What do you love most
about make up? 

I am 21 year old Internationally
certified professional hair and
makeup artist (city and guild
London university) and my
certification is valid in 80+
countries. Apart from this I have
a Degree in BBA and a Diploma
in entrepreneurship develop-
ment which I did from Bangalore.

Q. When did you decide “okay,
this is it, I’m going to be a
professional make-up
artist?” 
In college, I was fond of makeup
and was inspired by the brand
“nykaa” which is an online
beauty retail store. I too wanted
to sell makeup products online
like them. But first, I wanted to
have the knowledge of the
products I would be selling. So 
I joined a makeup academy in
Bangalore named GlossNGlass
Academy where I fell in love
with this art. Instead of opening
a retail online store I opened a
makeup studio in Kolkata.

Q. What were the early days
of your career like? Did you
have to test a lot in the
beginning to build your book? 
At the initial stage of my career I
didn’t really have anyone to
guide me professionally but
gradually I learnt a lot from my
own path and just went along
making decisions which is the
reason I am, what I am today.
There were many hardships at
the beginning, many barter
collaborations to build my
portfolio but gradually
everything turned out to be for
the best and soon after I got
recognised for my work.

The thing I love about makeup
is that it not only enhances
natural beauty but also boosts
one's confidence. It is a great
way of expressing your
personality.

Q. How would you describe
your signature look and what
is it about your style that sets
you apart from other makeup
artists? 
My signature look is a good
base, filled brows, nicely coated
mascara, nice pinkish nude
lipstick and a lot of blush! What
sets me a part from other
makeup artist is the natural and
soft finish of my makeup.

Q. What are the three tools in
your make up kit that you
can never, ever be without?
Concealer, Blush & Mascara.
These are the three products I
cannot live without!

Q. What is the most
important beauty advice that
you can give to women? 
The most important beauty
advice would be -   not to stress
too much over foundation but
your concealer because that
product is everybody’s best
friend.

Q. What are some common
beauty mistakes that women
make? 
The most important thing is to
set your makeup with a loose
powder! This is to prevent
creasing in your makeup. It is
so important and people some-
times tend to neglect this part

Products that should be staple
in every woman’s purse are
concealer, compact, blush,
mascara and a nice nude
lipstick. And that is literally all
you need!

Q. What’s your favorite
makeup brush? 
A foundation buffing brush is
my favourite brush because it
gives a super natural finish
along with a good coverage.

Q. When contacted by DÉ
MODÉ team, what is the first
thing that came in your
mind? 
I was truly happy to be
associated with a magazine
which has done so well for
themselves in such a short
span of time. I was really
looking forward to work with
DÉ MODÉ and their team.

Q. How was your experience
shooting the cover with DÉ
MODÉ?
It was an amazing experience
as I got to meet such talented
and professional people who
came along to make that shoot
a successful shoot. I would like
to thank DÉ MODÉ for giving
me this lovely opportunity.

CONTACT FOR ANY OF YOUR
MAKE-UP NEED

@makeupbymayuri

@mayurivarma_

+91 9674995045
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SHRADDHA SETH
A professional makeup artist hails from Lucknow. She is available across India plus abroad.
Shraddha is awarded with an Advance Certificate Course in Professional Makeup and a Certificate
Course in Media Makeup, from VLCC INSTITUTE OF BEAUTY & NUTRITION. The broad spectrum
course covered a brief theoretical and practical classes of products and makeup application for
purposes like Parties, Bridal, Groom, Ramp-walk, Fantasy Themes, Illusion, Editorials,
Commercials, 60s Makeup, Face-Body Art along with a good training in Airbrush Makeup
application and basics to SFX for Films & Television. Makeup Artistry to her is kind of love for
oneself. The connection she feel by enhancing a person’s features and bringing out their inner
beauty is the ultimate happiness of the day. The kind of openness to creativity for different looks,
for different occasions in different seasons this profession provides has taken her heart to it.
Every new season comes with an all the way a new trend and certain techniques to do the faces
which are a kind of bread-n-butter that a makeup artist must keep bringing on to make things go
with the world. She is a kind of person who can’t do without some of the well taught basics along
with a certain vibe that she get every time she is on set to do a makeover. Shraddha really think
that there’s a unique mindset every makeup artist has which takes them a long way for doing their
job with their special touch. I too step-in at my workplace with an all new happy-self to create
happy client faces. That's how my day goes happy & efficient. Details how readers can 

M A K E U P  A R T I S T  |  L U C K N O W
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INTERVIEW
Q. Tell us how did your career
begin in the world of beauty

Q. A client is not happy with
their look. How do you
respond?

primer for different skin types.
Cream based for dry skin types,
Gel based for Normal to
Combination skin types and
Water based oil-free for Oily
skin types. Here, my essential
oil plays a vital role. It's a must
after toning for a dry skin type,
mixed in moisturizer for normal
to combination one and mixed
in foundation to bring out a
fresh dewy look for the oily skin
types. All of it in a little
massaging and dab dab
motions to let the skin absorb
all of it. Primer follows
accordingly in a dab motion
firmly lifting the skin upward
leaving it on for 5 minutes to
prepare the base and I’m good
to go.

By the end of my graduation I
was keen for makeup artistry &
did a lot of research and spoke
about this budding passion with
my family and they have been
super supportive in every
decision of my life with all the
best guidance. It landed me
towards pursuing two full-time
Professional Makeup Courses to
learn the syllabus of my dreams.

Q. Tell us what is the one
product you can't work
without?
Like I mentioned previously, I'm
in love with the magical product
called essential oils inspired by
the Korean beauty. Massage
them alone before moisturizing
or mix with foundations or
highlighters and you’ll be all set
to be the stunner with a young
looking glow.

Q. What in your opinion, is
the most important quality in
a makeup artist?
In my opinion, the most
important quality in a makeup
artist is to keep their skills
updated with a learning
attitude of being patient,
tactful, interpersonal and
critical thinking. A makeup
artist should always be open to
learnings to develop a great
confident personality.

As I pre-discuss and design
every single makeup look to be
done, therefore to avoid such
situations there’s always a
reference look handy. But in
such cases I would heartily
apologize for the inconvenience
caused to the client and would
makeup all the desired changes
in the look making sure that the
client is happy and satisfied
before leaving the chair.

Q. Tell us what is the most
important beauty advice that
you would want to give
allwomen out there for
monsoon season?

The most important beauty
advice according to me would
be to go less on the foundation
unless required for an occasion
and opt for a nice moisturizing
tinted BB Cream with good
coverage and added SPF
benefits for a flawless fresh
look and powder lightly, a
classy blue or black eyeliner
with rosy lips & cheeks to enjoy
the romantic rain out there

CONTACT
HERE

@shraddhaseth.makeupartist

@shraddhaseth.makeupartist
shraddhaseth.makeupartist@gmail.com

Q. What is your favorite
celebrity makeup look and
why?
My favorite celebrity makeup
look is a No-Makeup makeup
look, as it looks so natural and
fresh.

Q. Suppose if you could pick
one of your unique product of
service offering which would
be your favorite, and why?
By the Rose Gold Essential Oil
from Indulgeo Essentials every
time I prep a skin or mix a
foundation, as per the skin and
the look demands. It contains
pure 24k gold flakes that absorb
right into the skin and has anti-
ageing benefits, thanks to it's
ingredients such as Vitamin C,
pumpkin seeds and zinc in the
formula which is great to prime
skin for makeup by creating a
silky smooth finish. It adds a
sense of natural dewy glow to
your face with benefits of healthy
minerals into your skin making it
looking more youthful.

Q. How do you prepare
different skin type before
applying makeup during
monsoon?
I use different CTM products and

S E S S I O N  W I T H  M A K E - U P  A R T I S T  S H R A D D H A  S E T H

FOR ANY OF YOUR
MAKE-UP NEED
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OUR
MYSTERIOUS
METABOLISM

Eight truths
about how we
burn calories

HEALTH
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For years, products have been marketed with the
promise of helping you burn more calories. But
is there really anything you can do to increase
the number of calories your body burns each
day?

Well, yes and no, experts say. The truth seems to be
that the No. 1 way to burn more calories is the old-
fashioned way -- by moving more.

"Essentially, we know of no way to burn more
calories or up our  metabolism than to move
more," says Barry M. Popkin, PhD, director of
the Interdisciplinary Obesity  Program at the
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill.
Still, research suggests that there may be a few
other ways you can increase calorie burn. Here
are eight possible ways to burn more calories
and fight fat:

1. Exercise to Burn Calories
Christopher Wharton, PhD, a certified personal trainer and researcher with the Rudd Center for Food
Policy and  Obesity  at Yale University, put it simply: "The more time spent  exercising  and the more
vigorous the exercise, the more calories will be burned."

Indeed, obesity expert George Bray, MD, with the Pennington Biomedical Research Center in Baton
Rouge, La., believes that taking a brisk walk every day is probably the single most important piece of
advice for anyone wanting to burn more calories.

Obviously, when you exercise, your body burns calories to fuel your activity. But exercise is the gift that
keeps on giving. That's because even after your workout has ended, your body is still burning more
calories.

While it's hard to pinpoint just how long this effect lasts (it varies depending on body composition and
level of training), "it's a safe to say metabolic rate can be elevated with aerobic exercise  for at least 24
hours," says Wharton. If you want to prolong this calorie-burning effect, Wharton advises exercising for
longer periods.

"Studies have shown that with increases in exercise time, the elevation in resting  metabolic rate  is
prolonged," he says.

When you exercise, you use muscle. This helps build muscle mass, and muscle tissue burns more
calories -- even when you're at rest -- than body fat. According to Wharton, 10 pounds of muscle would
burn 50 calories in a day spent at rest, while 10 pounds of fat would burn 20 calories.

2. Do Strength Training to Build
Muscle

"The most effective way to increase  metabolism  and burn more calories is by aerobic exercise
and  strength training. Both are important,"  Megan A. McCrory, PhD, a researcher with the  School
of Nutrition and Exercise Science at Bastyr University, says in an email interview.

Strength training  becomes especially important as we get older, when our metabolisms tend to slow
down. One way to stop this is to add some strength training to your workout at least a couple of times a
week. The largest muscles (and therefore the largest calorie burners) are in the thighs, abdomen, chest,
and arms.
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Caffeine  is a stimulant, and stimulants tend to increase the calories you burn. One likely reason is that
they give you the short-term impression that you have more energy, which could mean you move
more. Caffeine may also cause metabolic changes in the body that can result in more calories burned.

3. Drink Caffeinated Green or
Black Tea

"Even older studies have suggested that 250 milligrams of caffeine consumed with a meal can increase
the calories spent metabolizing the meal by 10%," says Jamie Pope, MS, RD, LDN, a nutrition  lecturer at
Vanderbilt University School of Nursing. Over time, this could be significant, Pope says in an email
interview: "About 75 calories per day translates to over 2,100 calories in a months time."

Over the past few years, some studies have hinted that green or black tea may have benefits beyond the
caffeine they contain.

One study noted a reduction in food intake in rats that were given a polyphenol found in  green tea.
Another study, in humans, concluded  green tea  had heat-producing and calorie-burning properties
beyond what can be explained by caffeine. When 31 healthy young men and women were given three
servings of a beverage containing green tea catechins, caffeine, and calcium for three days, their 24-hour
energy expenditure increased by 4.6%, according to the research from Lausanne University in
Switzerland.

Drinking tea with meals may have another fat-fighting effect. Tea extract may interfere with the body's
absorption of carbohydrate when consumed in the same meal, according to a study published in the
September 2006 issue of the American Journal of Clinical Nutrition.

While all these possible effects are slight, there is yet another bonus to drinking tea. Having a zero-
calorie cup of tea instead of a beverage with calories (like a soda) will certainly reduce the number of
calories you take in.

4. Eat Smaller, More Frequent
Meals
Every time you eat a meal or snack, your gastrointestinal tract turns on, so to speak, and starts digesting
food and absorbing nutrients. It costs calories to fire up the human digestion machine, so it makes sense
that the more small meals or snacks you eat through the day, the more calories you'd burn.

There isn't much solid evidence for this effect, McCrory notes in an email interview. But many experts
believe that, compared to eating one or two very large meals, this is a more healthful way of eating
anyway. And if it leads to even a few extra calories being burned, even better!

Evidence supporting a link between skipping breakfast and increased body weight is growing, according
to a recent editorial in the Journal of the American Dietetic Association.

5. Don't Skip Breakfast
Some research has shown that when people skip breakfast, they tend to eat more calories by the end of
the day. Other studies have suggested that skipping breakfast is associated with a higher body mass
index in teens.

While we could use more research in this area, eating a healthy breakfast certainly makes sense as a
lifestyle habit.
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The  calcium  from low-fat dairy doesn't specifically help burn more calories, but it may do a couple of
things to help discourage body fat. Results from a recent Danish study suggest that we might absorb
fewer fat calories from a meal when we consume calcium from low-fat dairy.

6. Eat Low-Fat Dairy

8. Fidget
Any type of movement requires energy, and fidgeting definitely qualifies as movement. "Older studies
suggest additional calories can be burned each day with fidgeting," says Pope.

In another recent study, eating more calcium-rich foods -- including low-fat dairy products -- appeared to
be linked to lower amounts of belly fat, particularly in young adult white males.

"Just about everything you call on your body to do burns calories, including absorbing and utilizing water
while maintaining fluid balance (sometimes by excreting excess)," says Pope.

7. Drink 8 Cups of Water a Day
Drinking almost eight cups of water (2 liters) may help burn nearly 100 extra calories a day, according to
findings of a small study from Germany, notes Pope.

That may not sound like much, but it could add up to 700 calories a week or 2,800 calories a month. And
that's by doing something we should do anyway to keep our  intestines and kidneys happy, and to help
keep us from confusing thirst with  hunger. (Pope does add a caution not to overdo it; it is possible to
drink dangerous amounts of water.)

Diet and exercise are good topics to discuss
with your doctor. Before starting a new
exercise regimen or supplementing your diet,
it would be good to talk it over with your
doctor. If you have certain medical conditions
or are taking certain medications, there may
be activities or dietary supplements that you
should avoid.
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HOW TO STAY FIT AND

ti
ps

ACTIVE
WITHOUT HITTING GYM 

BY GARY BAHRA
INTERNATIONAL MALE MODEL, ATHLETE & FITNESS ENTHUSIAST
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We all know that exercise is important in our daily lives, but many of us not know why or
what exercise can do for us.

HERE IS A VERY PERFECT
Our body is designed and have evolved
to be regularly active. In the same way
that any machine or car is designed to
go fast or move. If the machine or car is
not moved or taken out as it is
designed to, then it would probably
develop mechanical or engine
problems very quickly.

In the same way, people too develop problems if they
sit down all day long at a dest in office or in front for
T.V.  and minimize the amount of exercise they do.
Looking beautiful or attractive isn't always about how
attractive your face is. It's the day to day things that
you do which matters. A combination of a healthy diet
and proper amount of physical exercise or activity etc.
is the main factor to look good and fit.

FOR THIS :

AN
SW

ER
AN ADULT NEEDS ATLEAST 100 – 150 MINUTES OF PHYSICAL
ACTIVITY IN A WEEK TO STAY HEALTHY AND ACTIVE.

TIP 1 DEVELOP THE HABIT OF WALKING EARLY IN THE
MORNING FOR ATLEAST 15 MINUTES EVERYDAY. (it will
help to regulate the blood circulation and working of
your heart in a healthy manner)

TIP 2 AVOID SITTING FOR LONGER THAN 30 MINUTES AT A TIME. GET UP
AND MOVE AROUND AFTER EVERY 30 MINUTES.( it gets you blood
pumping and increase your physical activity).

TIP 3 MAKE A HABIT OF USING STAIRS INSTEAD OF ELEVATORS IN YOUR OFFICE OR WHILE GOING TO
ANY MALL. (it will help burn your calories and will increase the blood flow in your body).

TIP 4 DRINK ATLEAST 10-12 GLASSES OF WATER IN A DAY. (it cleanses your body and detoxify it).

TIP 5 A GOOD AMOUNT OF PROPER SLEEP FOR ATLEAST 7-8 HOURS IN A DAY HELPS TO KEEP THE
BODY ACTIVE AND INCREASES THE CONCENTRATION LEVEL OF THE BRAIN. IT ALSO KEEPS YOU
FRESH ALL DAY LONG.

TIP 6 TRY TO GO TO YOUR WORKPLACE ON A BICYCLE OR BY WALKING IF POSSIBLE INSTEAD OF
USING CAR. IT WILL DEVELOP MORE STAMINA AND STRENGTH IN THE BODY TISSUES AND
MUSCLES. (the more the amount of physical activity, the lesser the amount of physical stress will
be).

TIP 7 IN YOU FREE TIME AT HOME DO SIT-UPS AND CRUNCHES NORMAL STOMACH AND BELLY
EXERCISES TO HELP YOU AVOID CREATING BELLY FAT.

TIP 8 DO 50 -100 PUSHUPS 4 TIMES IN A WEEK IN YOUR FREE TIME. (this will increase your physical
activity and will strengthen your upper body muscles and will improve blood count in your
body).

TIP 9 WHEN CRAVING HITS YOU, DRINK WATER AS IT HELPS YOU DISTRACT FROM IT. WATER DOWN
THOSE CRAVINGS.
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DAILY 
FOOD ITEMS
ADD THESE FOOD ITEMS AND STUFF IN YOUR DAILY ROUTINE TO STAY MORE FIT, HEALTHY
AND ACTIVE

MAKE HOME-MADE MICROWAVE POPCORN FOR A HEALTHY HIGH FIBRE SNACK.

THEY SLIM YOUR STOMACH BY KEEPING IT FULL, EATING ABOUT 20-25 ALMONDS A DAY
WILL SATISFY YOUR HUNGER FOR LONGER.

IT CONTAINS MONO-UNSATURATED FATS, THEREFORE; IT HELPS KEEP YOUR
CHOLESTEROL UNDER CONTROL AND SATISFY CRAVINGS.

NUTS
POPCORN

OLIVE OIL
THEY HAVE A LOT OF FIBRE IN THEM. JUST ONE CUP OF RASPBERRIES HAS 6 GRAMS.
IT HELPS YOU FEEL FULL AND SATISFIED. THEY ARE ALSO ANTI CANCER.BERRIES

OUR BODY NEEDS VITAMIN B12 TO METABOLIZE FAT, IT IS HIGHLY RECOMMENDED TO EAT
EGGS FOR BREAKFAST AS IT GIVES YOU LOT OF ENERGY AND IS AN EXCELLENT SOURCE OF
PROTEIN

EGGS
BOOSTS ENERGY, REDUCES CHOLESTEROL, BUILDS MUSCLE, HELPS BURN FAT AND
REGULATES DIGESTION.OATMEAL

THEY ARE PACKED WITH NUTRIENTS AND ARE A RICH SOURCE OF VITAMINS AND IRON,
THEY ALSO HAVE A LOT OF DIETARY FIBRE THAT HELPS OUR DIGESTIVE SYSTEM. AS IT
SAID THAT AN APPLE A DAY KEEPS THE DOCTOR AWAY.

APPLES
ADDING A TOMATO TO A MEAL WILL MAKE YOU FEEL FULL. IT HAS A LOT OF
HEALTHY BENEFITS FOR THE WHOLE BODY. A LARGE TOMATO CONTAINS 33
CALORIES.

TOMATOES
IT HAS NUMEROUS HEALTH BENEFITS. IT IS BEST TO LOOSE WEIGHT. IT IS HIGHLY
ANTI OXIDANT, HELPS IN MAINTAINING BLOOD PRESSURE. IT IS ALSO HELPFUL
FOR THOSE WHO HAVE TOOTH CAVITY. IT IS ANTI CANCER (helps to fight and
reduce chances of cancer like prostrate cancer, skin cancer, lung cancer,
stomach cancer etc.)

GREEN TEA

MAIN COMPOUND OF ACIDIC ACID. HELPS IN WHOLE BODY CLEANING, KILLS THE
BACTERIA IN OUR BODY. HELPS TO LOWER DOWN BLOOD PRESSURE IN THE BODY.
GOOD FOR DIABETIC PATIENTS AS IT HELPS TO BALANCE INSULIN LEVEL IN THE BODY.

APPLE
CIDER
VINEGAR
Follow the above tips to stay healthy & get the food items included in your diet chart. Don't
worry if you are unable to get time to hit the gym when you can actually stay fit without hitting.
If you are facing any health issues or would like a one-to-one consultation, email
garybahra@gmail.com & get your problems solved instantly. 
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Discover

on a trip toVietnam
BY BANGKOK PHOTO RAMBLES

Photography: John Stiles & Jeremiah Boulware

Guest Photographer: Jason Cordray

BPR’s John Stiles traveled to Saigon (Ho Chi Minh City) where he met up with photographer Jason Cordray, a Saigon

resident for a two day photo ramble.
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ENJOY WATCHING FRESH-PICKED POMELOS
BEING LOADED FOR SALE ON SAIGON STREETS.

Pomelo is a citrus fruit that has a surprising number of health benefits for people
who are willing to do a bit of searching for it. These impressive health benefits
of pomelo include its ability to boost the immune system,  improve digestion,
lower  blood pressure, and reduce cramping. It also helps prevent  anemia,
improve bone strength, reduce signs of premature aging, prevent  cancer,
protect heart health, aid in weight loss, and boost oral and dental health.

POMELOS
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Bui Vien Street is the heart of Ho Chi Minh City’s tourist district and is and where
you’ll find some of the most thrilling, energetic scenes in the city. Historically
there was nothing particularly special about Bui Vien but when the Vietnam
opened up to tourism and international commercial trade in 1986, it wasn’t long
until the backpackers began to arrive. They had more money to spend than the
average Vietnamese worker made in a year but weren’t rich enough to stay at
the high end hotels dotted around the city. Locals got smart fast, and converted
the ground floors of their residences into shops offering goods and services that
catered to the new tourists and things kept growing.

SAIGON MOM KEEPS HER BABY DRY ON RAINY
BUI VIEN STREET.

BUI VIEN STREET
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FRENCH COLONIAL
ARCHITECTURE
BUILT IN 1902-1908, HO CHI MINH CITY HALL IS A STUNNING
EXAMPLE OF FRENCH COLONIAL ARCHITECTURE.

Ho Chi Minh City (HCMC) with its 300 years of development has resulted in
diverse architecture in terms of types and styles, of which modern architecture is
somehow less concerned and sometimes neglected. Ho Chi Minh City (HCMC)
with its 300 years of development has resulted in diverse architecture in terms
of types and styles, of which modern architecture is somehow less concerned
and sometimes neglected.
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STREET OF ENTERTAINMENT ACTIVITIES
Bui Vien pedestrian street, also known by its familiar name is West Street. This is
the most famous street of the Saigon youth and foreign tourists in Vietnam.
Considered as the city’s sleepless street, Bui Vien Western street features its
own unique features that only this place can offer. Bui Vien pedestrian street is
the place for many entertainment activities of young people, especially on
weekends. This street seems to never sleep because people come here to
participate in very large entertainment activities. When coming to Bui Vien
pedestrian street, visitors will be attracted by the very  special artistic
performances from the sidewalk to the road, giving this place an extremely lively
atmosphere.

WESTERN STREET
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A MASTER MODEL BOAT BUILDER PUTS FINISHING TOUCHES ON
ONE OF HIS CREATIONS ON LY QUOC SU STREET

LY QUOC SU STREET

Tourists traveling to Vietnam are clearly impressed by traditional handicrafts
and often take these as gifts for their family and friends when coming back
home.   Best gift items include lacquer wares; marble products, silver-coated
wares, art ceramics, and hand-embroidered articles. Canvas paintings, silk
paintings, carpets, jewelry and leather goods are also quite popular. For those
looking for trendy, modern and artistic souvenirs in Hanoi, the name Ly Quoc Su
Street should be jotted down on your notebook. There are several shops selling
rather beautiful arts and crafts, but they are more expensive than those you
would find in the Old Quarter area.
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SAIGON HAS MANY CHINESE BUDDHIST TEMPLES. 

CHINESE BUDDHIST TEMPLES
To Dinh Giac Lam, Hue Nghiem, Giac Vien are pagodas of over 200 years old,
which are closely associated with the formation and development of Saigon.

Hue Nghiem Pagoda is located in Dang Van Bi Street (Thu Duc District).
Giac Lam is one of the oldest pagodas in Ho Chi Minh City.
Located at number 161/85/20, Lac Long Quan Street, District 11, Giac Vien is
one of the oldest temples in Ho Chi Minh City.
The Chua Ba Thien Hau Pagoda (The Pagoda of the Lady Thien Hau) is a
Chinese style temple located in Nguyen Trai Road.
Phung Son Pagoda is located at 1408 Duong 3 Thang 2, District 11, Ho Chi
Minh City.
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NEAR THE MAIN SAIGON MARKET ONE CAN FIND A HUGE
SELECTION OF CELEBRATORY DECORATIONS IN SMALL SHOPS,
INCLUDING AN ARRAY OF PAPER LANTERNS.

SAIGON’S BINH TAY
MARKET

It is said you can find everything in this place, and this is true. Go away from the
2 central alleys and deep dive in the very small alleys to real understand this
market. This place is attracting tourists, but it is also the place where locals are
going to buy what they look for. It is said the renting price of the small shops
inside are some of the highest price per sqm in the all world! You will find
amazing how people can squeeze so many things in such small places.
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